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13, 1984, Jackson Purchase Electric Cooperat.ive
Corporation ("Jackson Purchase" ) filed a petition for rehearing
of the rate Order issued by the Commission on December 29, 1983.
Jackson Purchase alleged that the Commission's
policy of disallowing interest expense on funds drawn down after the close of
the test year should not be applied to it in this case since the
policy was announced by the Commission after the case had been
filed . Jackson Purchase therefore contended that it was denied
"due process."
In Case No. 8778, Salt River RECC, October 24, 1983, the Commission gave notice of its change in policy and stated that in
future proceedings the burden of proof would be upon the utility
to show why this post-year interest expense should be allowed for
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evidence it could in opposition thereto. Jackson Purchase did so
in its data response of November 14, 1983, and presented additional testimony on the subject at the hearing before the Commission on December 8, 1983. However, to insure that the utility
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Moreover, Jackson Purchase could have filed supplemental testimony up to the date of the hearing in this matter
which was held on December 8, 1983. And at the hearing itself,
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Jackson Purchase's real complaint appears to be not "lack of
time to prepare," but simply that it disagrees with the Commission's new policy on disallowing interest expense on funds drawn
down after the close of the test year.
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reaffirms its intention to apply this
policy on a case by case basis where warranted by the facts.
Jackson Purchase argues that the Commission was required to
codify its policy into a formal regulation having general applicability to all utilities subject to its jurisdiction.
However,
this position would unnecessarily fetter the Commission's discretion in dealing with each particular rate case on its own
merits. There may well be rate cases whexe the Commission will
determine that the particular facts do not warrant application of
its policy on interest expense. In Securities and Exchange Commission v. Chenery Corporation, 332 U.S. 194, 202-203 (1947), the
Supreme Court of the United States recognized this point when it
refused to require a federal regulatory agency to codify all of
its policies into regulation form:
[T] he agency may not have had suf f icient experience
with a particular
pxoblem to waxrant xigidifying
its
tentative judgment into a hard and fast rule. Gr the
problem may be so specialized and varying in nature as
to be impossible of capture within the boundaries of a
general rule.
In those situations,
the agency must
retain power to deal with the problems on a case-bycase basis if the administrative
process is to be
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instant case, Jackson Purchase was given numerous
to show why the Commission'
opportunities
policy on interest
expense should not be applied to it in this case. It failed to
meet its burden of proof on this issue, and the Commission's rate
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